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For If I Did It, Eric led a small army of mostly young
workers through an almost impossibly short schedule to
achieve the No. 2 nonfiction position on the New York
Times Best Seller list, a remarkable feat by almost any
standard but especially considering the book's stigma. It
was previously cancelled by a major publishing house
that had been universally condemned for paying Simpson
a million-dollar royalty advance to write the book. Eric,
nevertheless, moved ahead for reasons few at the time
understood.
For between the time the book was cancelled and Eric's
involvement, the lawyers for the Goldman family had won
the right in court to use the Simpson manuscript as a
means to achieve some level of financial restitution for
the murder of Ron Goldman. Eric saw a way to help the
Goldman family achieve their goal while depriving Simpson of any further compensation for the
book. Little did he realize that the publication of If I Did It would also partially be responsible for
landing Simpson in jail for another crime committed in Las Vegas.
Ivy League-educated, Eric has taught book-publishing courses at Harvard, Columbia, New York
University, Hofstra and elsewhere. He has also held key management positions at Viking Press, St.
Martin's Press and Simon & Schuster, where he served as head of sales. In 1981, he founded
Kampmann & Company, a distribution resource for independent publishers. It would prove to be his
best, worst and best career move. He describes the ascent and fall in his book, Signposts: A
Devotional, and in his recent blog post.
"The golden dream glittered for a time as I quickly climbed from an entry level position to vice
president of a major company," he writes. "But one day many years later, the dream fragmented into
thousands of tiny particles, all floating back to earth as flakes of ash. The revelry had ended; my
Icarus inclination had become a Jonah moment. Instead of ascending toward the beckoning
heavens, I found myself descending to the very depths of a sea of trouble without hope of rescue."
"I was facing one of life's defining moments," he continues. "But whether or not I knew it, I was not
about to pass through this crisis alone. In this desperate moment, when all the normal answers had
been exhausted, I quietly and inconspicuously stepped into St. Bartholomew's Church in New York
to say a simple prayer asking for help. When I said that prayer, I did not really expect to receive an
answer. But not long after that visit, an answer did arrive in a most unexpected way."
The first part of the answer arrived when Eric, his new company in the throes of financial crisis,
found himself overwhelmingly drawn to the best known book ever written, the Bible. Overcome with
the impulse to buy a Bible, he left his desk one day, did so, and began a discipline of daily reading
that he credits with dramatically altering the course of his life. But that wasn't the only benefit. After
reading Signposts, numerous acclaimed pastors and professors endorsed the book and praised his
biblical insight and found his scriptural discernment both highly intuitive and theologically accessible.
During the rebuilding of his company, he adopted another formative pastime, hiking the Appalachian
Trail—a 2,178-mile-long trek he revisits regularly. His daily Bible study and the hikes inspired the
profound wisdom and rich imagery of Signposts, as well as informed two devotionals he wrote

earlier, Tree of Life: A Book of Wisdom for Men and Trail Thoughts: A Daily Companion for Your
Journey of Faith. He also wrote The Insider’s Guide to Book Publishing Success.

